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         All this talk of a fiscal cliff is making me nauseous.  This is 
a trick by the super rich to get poor and working people to pay 
for tax breaks for the millionaires and billionaires.  And, if 
Congress attaches language to a fiscal cliff bill to eliminate 
Saturday delivery or other language detrimental to the Postal 
Service and the American people, then this Lame Duck session of 
Congress will be even more devastating.  The working class 
cannot and will not sit idly by and let the rich pigs take away 
Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid!  There will be fightback 
action in the streets the likes of which we haven't seen since the 
1960's!!  
         The same rich people who own most of the media are 
pushing for these tax breaks for the ultra wealthy.  They tell us 
that this creates jobs, even though every fair study shows that 
tax breaks for billionaires does not create jobs!  These same rich 
tyrants are the ones telling the American people that the Postal 
Service must be privatized because it's a dinosaur and cannot 
operate in the internet age.  We must combat these lies.  The 
Postal Service brought in 67 billion dollars last year, even in a 
bad economy.  This would rank the Postal Service 31 on the 
Fortune 500 list!  The reason these rich scoundrels and corporate 
America want to privatize the Postal Service is due to the fact 
that it brings in so much money!  There are 67 billion reasons 
corporate America wants to privatize the Postal Service!  
         Please visit our web site set up by Union Brother Chuck 
Clark at WWW.NALC3825.COM. We have added important Step B 
decisions, Formal A settlements as well as arbitration decisions 
and some contentions. You can even see how much money each 
supervisor in the nation makes.  
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